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Abstract. Periodic-frequent pattern mining is an important model in data mining. The
popular adoption and successful industrial application of this model has been hindered by
the following two limitations: (i) The periodic-frequent pattern model implicitly assumes
that all transactions within the data occur at a uniform time interval. This assumption
limits the model’s applicability as the transactions in many real-world databases occur at
irregular time intervals. (ii) Finding periodic-frequent patterns in very large databases is
a memory intensive process because its mining algorithm has to maintain a list structure
to record all timestamps at which an itemset has appeared in the whole data. This paper
makes an effort to address these two limitations. A flexible model of periodic-frequent
pattern in temporal databases has been described to address the former issue. In order to
address the latter issue, a novel concept known as period summary has been introduced
to effectively capture the temporal occurrence information of an itemset in a database. A
new tree structure, called Periodic Summary-tree (PS-tree), has be introduced to record
the temporal occurrence information of an itemset in a temporal database. A patterngrowth algorithm has also been described to find all periodic-frequent patterns from PStree. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is efficient.
Keywords: Data mining, knowledge discovery in databases, pattern mining, periodic
patterns, temporal databases

1. Introduction. Frequent patterns are an important class of regularities that exist
within the data. The problem of finding these patterns has been actively studied in
knowledge discovery techniques such as association rule mining [1, 2], sequential pattern
mining [3], classification [4], and clustering [5]. Since the rationale behind mining the
support metric-based frequent patterns is to find all patterns that appear frequently in
a database, a huge number of patterns are normally generated and most of which might
be found uninteresting depending on application or user requirement. Moreover, the
computation cost in finding such huge number of patterns may not be trivial. As a result,
finding user interest-based patterns using measures, such as closed [6], maximal[7], Kmost [8], utility [9], occupancy [10] and periodicity [11], have been proposed to reduce the
desired result set effectively. The interesting frequent patterns generated using periodicity
measure are known as periodic-frequent patterns. In this paper, we focus on efficient
discovery of periodic-frequent patterns in very large databases.
Tanbeer et al. [11] introduced Periodic-Frequent Pattern Mining (PFPM) to discover
all frequent patterns that are occurring at regular intervals in a transactional database.
Since then, the problem of finding periodic-frequent patterns has recieved a great deal of
attention [12–14]. A classic application of PFPM is market-basket analytics. It analyzes
how regularly the itemsets are being purchased by the customers. An example of a
periodic-frequent pattern is as follows:
{Bat, Ball}

[support = 5%, periodicity = 1 hour]

(1)

The above pattern says that 5% of the customers have purchased the items ‘Bat’ and
‘Ball,’ and the maximum duration between any two consecutive purchases containing
both of these items is no more than an hour. This predictive behavior of the customers’
purchases may facilitate the user in product recommendation and inventory management.
Other real-world applications of periodic-frequent pattern mining includes accident data
analytics [15] and body sensor data analytics [16]. Mining periodic-frequent patterns
has inspired other data mining tasks such as high-utility periodic pattern mining [17],
recurring pattern mining [13] and regular pattern mining [16].
The popular adoption and successful industrial application of PFPM suffers from the
following two key problems:
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1. The model of periodic-frequent pattern implicitly assumes that all transactions
within the data occur at a fixed time interval. This assumption limits the applicability of the model because transactions in many real-world applications occur
irregularly within the data. A naı̈ve solution to address this issue involves transforming irregular data into regular data using (using some form of interpolation).
Unfortunately, such a solution is inefficient because it can introduce a number of
significant and hard to quantify biases [18], especially if there exists high irregularity in the data. Recently, there is a growing need for models which can find useful
information in irregular data [15, 19–21].
2. The state-of-the-art periodic-frequent pattern mining algorithms maintain a list
structure to record the occurrence information of every item in each transaction.
The size of this list typically equals to that of the database size (i.e., the total number of transactions within a database). Thus, finding periodic-frequent patterns in
very large databases is a memory intensive process.
This paper makes an effort to address the above mentioned two problems. We describe
a flexible model of finding periodic-frequent itemsets in temporal databases to address
the first issue in PFPM. To address the second issue in PFPM, we introduce a novel
concept, called period summary, to effectively record the temporal occurrence information
of an itemset in a portion of temporal database. Arithmetic operations on the period
summaries will determine whether a pattern is periodic or aperiodic within the data. A
novel tree structure, called Period Summary tree (PS-tree), has been introduced to record
the temporal occurrence information of an itemset. A pattern-growth algorithm, called
Periodic Summary growth (PS-growth), has been described to find all periodic-frequent
patterns from PS-tree. Using PS-tree, it is possible to achieve the improved performance
as the memory required to store period summaries is significantly less than the memory
required to store the list of transaction identifiers. As a result, the proposed algorithm
can be extended to mine the periodic-frequent patterns from the datasets of very large
size. Experimental results on both synthetic and real-world databases demonstrate that
the proposed approach is memory efficient significantly and run time efficient considerably
as compared to the existing approaches.
In [22], we have introduced the concept of period summary and PS-growth algorithm to
efficiently discover periodic-frequent patterns in a transactional database. In this paper,
we first extend this study to temporal databases and provide theoretical correctness for
the PS-growth algorithm. We also evaluate the performance of PS-growth by conducting
extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-world databases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work on
frequent pattern mining, periodic pattern mining and periodic-frequent pattern mining.
Section 3 describes the model of periodic-frequent pattern in a temporal database. Section
4 briefly explains the periodic-frequent pattern-growth algorithm (PFP-growth) and its
limitations. Section 5 introduces the concept of period summaries and the PS-growth
algorithm. Section 6 reports on experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the
paper with future research directions.
2. Related Work.
2.1. Frequent pattern mining. Agrawal et al. [1] described a model to find frequent
patterns in a transactional database. Since then, the problem of finding these patterns
has received a great deal of attention [23–26]. The basic model used in most of these
studies remained the same. It involves discovering all frequent patterns in a transactional
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database that satisfy the user-specified minimum support (minSup) constraint. The usage
of single minSup for the entire database leads to the following two problems:
• If minSup is set too high, we will miss the frequent patterns involving rare items.
• To find the frequent patterns involving both frequent and rare items, we have to set
a low minSup. However, this may result in combinatorial explosion, producing too
many patterns, because frequent items can combine with one another in all possible
ways and many of them may be meaningless.
This dilemma is known as the “rare item problem” [27]. When confronted with this
problem in real-world applications, researchers have tried to find frequent patterns using
the concept of multiple minSups [27–29], where the minSup of a pattern is represented
with the minimum item support (minIS) of its items. A major limitation of this extended
model of frequent patterns is that it suffers from an open problem of determining the items’
minIS values.
Brin et al. [30] introduced correlated pattern mining to address the rare item problem. The statistical measure, χ2 , was used to discover correlated patterns. Since then,
several interestingness measures have been discussed based on the theories in probability, statistics, or information theory. Examples of these measures include all-confidence,
any-confidence, bond [31] and kulc [32]. Each measure has its own selection bias that
justifies the rationale for preferring one pattern over another. As a result, there exists no
universally acceptable best measure to discover correlated patterns in any given database.
Researchers are making efforts to suggest an appropriate measure based on user and/or
application requirements [31, 33–35].
Recently, finding user interest-based patterns using measures, such as closed [6], maximal[7], K-most [8], utility [9], occupancy [10] and periodicity [11], is gaining popularity to
reduce the desired result set of patterns. In the next subsection, we describe the studies
which focused on finding periodic patterns using periodicity measure.
2.2. Periodic pattern mining. Han et al. [36] introduced periodic pattern1 model to
find temporal regularities in time series data. The model involves the following two steps:
(i) segment the given time series into multiple period-segments such that the length of each
period-segment is equal to the user-specified period (per), and (ii) discover all patterns
that satisfy the user-specified minSup.
Example 2.1. Let I = {abcde} be the set of items and S = a{bc}baebacea{ed}d be a
time series data generated from I. If the user-defined period is 3, S is segmented into
four period-segments such that each period-segment contains only 3 events (or itemsets).
That is, P S1 = a{bc}b, P S2 = aeb, P S3 = ace and P S4 = a{ed}d. Let a ∗ b be a pattern,
where ‘⋆’ denotes a wild (or do not care) character that can represent any itemset. This
pattern appears in the period-segments of P S1 and P S2 . Therefore, its support is 2. If
the user-specified minSup is 2, then a ⋆ b represents a periodic pattern as its support is
no less than minSup. In this example, braces for singleton itemsets have been eliminated
for brevity.
Han et al. [25] have discussed Max-sub-pattern hitset algorithm to find periodic patterns. Chen et al. [37] developed a pattern-growth algorithm, and showed that it outperforms the Max-sub-pattern hitset algorithm. Aref et al. [38] extended Han’s model for
the incremental mining of partial periodic patterns. Yang et al. [39] studied the change
in periodic behavior of a pattern due to noise, and enhanced the basic model to discover
a class of periodic patterns known as asynchronous periodic patterns. Zhang et al. [40]
enhanced the basic model of partial periodic patterns to discover periodic patterns in
1

The term ‘pattern’ in a time series represents a set of itemsets (or sets of items)
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character sequences like protein data. Cao et al. [41] discussed a methodology to determine the period using auto-correlation. The popular adoption and successful industrial
application of partial periodic pattern model suffers from the following two issues:
• The usage of single minSup for the entire time series leads to the rare item problem.
• The basic model of periodic patterns implicitly considers the data as an evenly
spaced time series (i.e., all events within a series occur at a fixed time interval). This
assumption limits the applicability of the model as events in many real-world time
series datasets occur at irregular time intervals.
Yang et al. [39] used “information gain” as an alternative interestingness measure to
address the problem. Chen et al. [37] extended Liu’s model [27] to find periodic patterns
in time series using multiple minSups. It has to be noted that these studies have focused
on finding periodically occurring sets of itemsets in time series data, while the proposed
study focuses on finding periodically occurring frequent itemsets in temporal databases.
2.3. Periodic-frequent pattern mining. Ozden et al. [42] enhanced the transactional
database by a time attribute that describes the time when a transaction has appeared
and investigated the periodic behavior of the patterns to discover cyclic association rules.
In this study, a database is fragmented into non-overlapping subsets with respect to
time. The association rules that are appearing in at least a certain number of subsets are
discovered as cyclic association rules. By fragmenting the data and counting the number
of subsets in which a pattern occurs greatly simplifies the design of the mining algorithm.
However, the drawback is that patterns (or association rules) that span multiple windows
cannot be discovered.
Tanbeer et al. [43] discussed a model to find periodic-frequent patterns in a transactional database. This model eliminates the need of data fragmentation, and discovers all
patterns in a transactional database that satisfy the user-specified minSup and maxP er
constraints. A pattern-growth algorithm, called Periodic-Frequent Pattern-growth (PFPgrowth), was also discussed to find these patterns. To improve the runtime of mining
periodic-frequent patterns, Kiran and Kitsuregawa [44] have suggested a greedy-search
technique to determine the periodic interestingness of a pattern. Amphawan et al. [45]
introduced approximate periodicity to reduce the the memory requirements of mining
periodic-frequent patterns. In Amphawan’s solution splits the transactional timeline into
intervals of size maxPer and interval information is stored only when a pattern is occurring in that interval. The proposed solution to efficiently discover periodic-frequent
patterns using period summary is different from the Amphawan’s solution as the size of
interval is not restricted to maxPer and can expand as long as the transaction-ids merge.
Uday et al. [46] and Venkat et al. [47] have employed the concept of item-specific
support and periodicity thresholds to address the rare item problem in periodic-frequent
pattern mining. Rashid et al. [48] introduced standard deviation as an alternative measure
of maxP rd. Nofong [49] employed mean as an alternative measure to determine the
periodic interestingness of a pattern. Philippe et al. [14] extended the basic model of
periodic-frequent patterns to discover periodic patterns in multiple sequences. Since all
the above mentioned studies are the extensions of the basic model of periodic-frequent
patterns [43], they also employ a variant of PFP-growth algorithm to find the interesting
patterns. As a result, all of these studies also suffer from the basic issues as those of
the periodic-frequent pattern mining. Since this paper tries to address the fundamental
problems in the basic model of periodic-frequent patterns, the proposed solutions can be
extended to address the same in the above mentioned related works.
Lin et al. [50] proposed a model to discover a class of user interest-based frequent patterns, called “up-to-date high utility patterns.” An update-to-date pattern is a frequent
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pattern associated with a time interval in which it has appeared frequently within the
data. It has to be noted that up-to-date patterns are conceptually different from the
periodic-frequent patterns. It is because the former patterns need not have to appear at
regular intervals in their corresponding time interval.
Recently, Uday et al. [20, 21] have studied the problem of finding periodic patterns
in temporal databases. Though this model address the first problem of periodic-frequent
pattern mining, it still suffers from the second problem of periodic-frequent pattern model
because its mining algorithm also maintains a list structure to record the temporal occurrence information of an itemset within the data. The proposed concept of period
summary can be extended to discover periodic patterns in temporal databases. However,
we confine this paper to the basic model of periodic-frequent patterns.
In the next section, we describe the proposed model of periodic-frequent pattern in
temporal databases.
3. Model of Periodic-Frequent Patterns. Let I be the set of items. Let X ⊆ I
be a pattern (or an itemset). A pattern containing β number of items is called a βpattern. A transaction, tk = (ts, Y ) is a tuple, wherets ∈ R represents the timestamp
at which the pattern Y has occurred. A temporal database T DB over I is a set
of transactions, T DB = {t1 , · · · , tm }, m = |T DB|, where |T DB| can be defined as
the number of transactions in T DB. Let tsmin and tsmax denote the minimum and
maximum timestamps in T DB, respectively. For a transaction tk = (ts, Y ), k ≥1, such
that X ⊆ Y , it is said that X occurs in tk (or tk contains X) and such a timestamp is
X
denoted as tsX . Let T S X = {tsX
j , · · · , tsk }, j, k ∈ [1, m] and j ≤ k, be an ordered
set of timestamps where X has occurred in T DB. In this paper, we call this list of
timestamps of X as ts-list of X. The number of transactions containing X in T DB is
defined as the support of X and denoted as sup(X). That is, sup(X) = |T S X |. Let
X
X
tsX
q and tsr , j ≤ q < r ≤ k, be the two consecutive timestamps in T S . The time
X
difference (or an inter-arrival time) between tsX
r and tsq is defined as a period of X,
X
X
X
X
X
X
say pX
= (pX
a . That is, pa = tsr − tsq . Let P
1 , p2 , · · · , pr ) be the set of all periods
X
X
for pattern X. The periodicity of X, denoted as per(X) = max(pX
1 , p2 , · · · , pr ). The
pattern X is a frequent pattern if sup(X) ≥ minSup, where minSup refers to the userspecified minimum support constraint. The frequent pattern X is said to be periodicfrequent if per(X) ≤ maxP er, where maxP er refers to the user-specified maximum
periodicity constraint. The redefined problem definition of periodic-frequent pattern
mining involves discovering all patterns in T DB that satisfy the user-specified minSup
and maxP er constraints. The support of a pattern can be expressed in percentage of
|T DB|. Similarly, the period and periodicity of a pattern can be expressed in percentage
of (tsmax − tsmin ).
Example 3.1. Consider the temporal database shown in Table 1. The set of all items in
this database, i.e., I = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}. The set of items containing ‘a’, ‘c’ and ‘d’, i.e.,
‘{a, c, d}’ (or acd, in short) is a pattern. This pattern contains 3 items. Therefore, it is a
3-pattern. In Table 1, the pattern acd appears in the transactions whose timestamps are 1,
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19. Therefore, T S acd = {1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19}.
The support of this pattern, i.e., Sup(acd) = |T S acd | = 12. The periods for this pattern are 1(= 1 − tSi ), 2(= 3 − 1), 1(= 4 − 3), 2(= 6 − 4), 1(= 7 − 6), 1(= 8 − 7),
1(= 9 − 8), 2(= 11 − 9), 2(= 13 − 11), 2(= 15 − 13), 2(= 17 − 15) and 1(= tsl − 19),
where tsi = 0 represents the timestamp of initial transaction and tsl = 20 represents
the timestamp of last transaction in the temporal database. The periodicity of acd, i.e.,
P er(acd) = maximum(1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1) = 2. If the user-specified minSup = 10
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Table 1. A running example of a temporal database
TS
1
2
3
4
5

Items
a, c, d, g
c, e, f
a, c, d
a, b, c, d, e
b, f
I
a
c
d
g

s
1
1
1
1

p
1
1
1
1

TS
6
7
8
9
10
idl
1
1
1
1

Items
a, b, c, d
a, c, d, f
a, b, c, d
a, c, d, e
b, e, f, g
I
a
c
d
g
e
f

(a)

ch

TS
11
12
13
14
15

s
1

p
1

idl
1

2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2

2
1
1
2
2

I
a
c
d
g
e
f
b

(b)

Items
a, c, d, e
b, e, g
a, c, d, g
b, e, f
a, c, d
s

p

idl

12
13
12
8
11
6
11

2
2
2
9
7
4
4

19
19
19
20
19
16
20

TS
16
17
18
19
20
I
c
a
d
b

s
13
12
12

Items
b, e, f, g
a, b, c, d, e
b, e, g
a, c, d, e, g
b, g
p idl
2 19
2 19
2 19

11 4 20

(d)

(c)

Figure 1. Construction of PF-list. (a) After scanning the first transaction
(b) After scanning the second transaction (c) After scanning all transactions
(d) Final sorted list of the periodic-frequent items of size 1.
{}
I
c
a
d
b

s
13
12
12

p idl
2 19
2 19
2 19

null

{}

{}null

null

c

c:2

c:2

a

a

a

11 4 20

d:1

d:1

d:1,3,5,7,9,
11,13,15,19

(a)

(b)

(c)

b:5,10,12,14,
16,18,20

b:4,6,8,17
(d)

Figure 2. Construction of PF-tree. (a) PF-list (b) After scanning the first
transaction (c) After scanning the second transaction (d) After scanning all
transactions.
and maxP er = 4, the pattern acd is a periodic-frequent pattern because Sup(acd) ≥
minSup and P er(acd) ≤ maxP er. (Note: The key difference between the transaction
identifiers (or tids) of a transaction and the timestamps of a transaction is as follows:
Each transaction must have a unique tid value. However, multiple transactions can share
a common timestamp. For ease of describing the PFP-growth in the next section, we have
specified unique timestamps for every transaction in Table 1.)
4. PFP-growth and Its Issues. Tanbeer et al. [11] described PFP-growth algorithm
to find all periodic-frequent patterns in a transactional database. Briefly, the algorithm
involves the following two steps: (i) Construction of Periodic Frequent-tree (or PF-tree)
and (ii) Mining of PF-tree. Before we discuss these two steps, we describe the structure of
PF-tree. As an example, we consider entries in Table 1 as a transactional database with
timestamps representing as transactional identifiers. Let us assume that user-specified
minSup = 10 (= 50%) and maxP er = 4 (= 20%).
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4.1. Structure of PF-tree. The structure of PF-tree resembles that of Frequent Patterntree (FP-tree) [51]. It contains a PF-list and a prefix-tree. A PF-list consists of three
fields - item (i), support (f ) and periodicity (p). The items in PF-tree are sorted in the
descending order of support to facilitate high compactness. Two types of nodes are maintained in PF-tree: ordinary node and tail-node. The former is the type of node similar
to that used in FP-tree, whereas the latter node explicitly maintains the transaction-ids
(tids) for each occurrence of that pattern only at the tail-node of every transaction.
4.2. Construction of PF-tree. The periodic-frequent patterns satisfy the downward
closure property [11]. That is, all non-empty subsets of a periodic-frequent pattern are also
periodic-frequent patterns. Henceforth, the periodic-frequent items (or 1-patterns) play a
key role in efficient discovery of periodic-frequent patterns. These items are generated by
scanning the database and populating the PF-list as per the steps given in Algorithm 1.
Figure 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) show the PF-list generated after scanning the first transaction,
second transaction and all transactions in the database, respectively. Figure 1(d) shows
the final PF-list generated after pruning all items that have failed to satisfy either minSup
or maxP er constraints.
In the second database scan, the items in the PF-list will take part in the construction
of PF-tree. The tree construction starts by inserting the first transaction, (1, acdg),
according to PF-list order, as shown in Figure 2(b). The elements which are not present
in the PF-list are not considered while inserting into the prefix tree. The tail-node ‘d’
carries the transaction-id of the first transaction, ‘d : [1]’. The second transaction, (2,
cef ), is inserted into the tree with node ‘c : [2]’ as the tail-node (Figure 2). The process
is repeated for the remaining transactions in the database. The final PF-tree generated
after scanning the entire database is shown in Figure 2(d).
{}null

PF-list

I s p
c 13 2
a 12 2
d 12 2

c:2
a

d

(a)

{}null

PF-list

I
c
a

d:1,3,4,6,7,
8,9,11,13,
15,17,19

s p
4 9
4 9
4 9

PF-list

I

{}null

s p

c
a
d:4,6,8,17

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Mining using PFP-growth algorithm. (a) PF-tree after removing ‘b’ (b) Prefix tree of ‘b’ (c) Conditional Tree of ‘b’.
PF-list

I s p
c 13 2
a 12 2

{}

null

PF-list

{}

null

PF-list

I s p
I s p
c:2
c
c 4 9
c 12 2
a:1,3,4,6,7, a 4 9 a:1,3,4,6,7, a 12 2
8,9,11,13,
8,9,11,13,
(a) 15,17,19
(c)
(b)
15,17,19

{}

null

c
a:1,3,4,6,7,
8,9,11,13,
15,17,19

Figure 4. Mining using PFP-growth algorithm. (a) PF-tree after removing ‘d’ (b) Prefix tree of ‘d’ (c) Conditional Tree of ‘d’.
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Algorithm 1 PF-list (T DB, maxP er, minSup)
for each transaction tcur ∈ T DB do
for each item i in tcur do
if tcur is i’s first occurrence then
Set supi = 1, pi = ticur and idil = ticur
else
Set supi += 1, picur = ticur - idil and idil = ticur
if picur > p then
p = picur
9: After scanning the entire database, the periodicity of all items in the list is recalculated
using the tid of the last transaction to reflect the correctness.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

1

0

3

7

4

9

8

11 13

15

12

19

16

20

Figure 5. Occurrence timeline for pattern ‘cad’

<1,19,4>

0

4

8

12

16

20

Figure 6. Occurrence timeline for pattern ‘cad’ using the notion of period
summary
4.3. Mining of PF-tree. PFP-growth employs the following steps to discover periodicfrequent patterns from PF-tree:
– Choosing the last item i in the PF-list (Figure 2(a)) as an initial suffix item, its
prefix-tree (denoted as PTi ) is constructed. This constitutes the prefix sub-paths of
the nodes labeled i.
– For each item j in PTi , we aggregate all of its nodes’ transaction-id list to derive the
transaction-id list of the pattern ij, i.e., TIDij . Then, we determine whether ij is
a periodic-frequent pattern or not by comparing its support and periodicity against
minSup and maxP er, respectively. If ij is a periodic-frequent pattern, then we
consider j to be periodic-frequent in PTi .
– Choosing every periodic-frequent item j in PTi , we construct its conditional tree,
CTij , and mine it recursively to discover the patterns.
– After finding all periodic-frequent patterns for a suffix item i, we prune it from
the original PF-tree and push the corresponding nodes’ transaction-id lists to their
parent nodes. We repeat the above steps until the PF-list becomes NULL. Figure 3
and Figure 4 show the mining process for item ‘b’ and item ‘d’.
4.4. Performance issues of PFP-growth. The space complexity for constructing a
PF-tree is O(n + |T DB|), where n represents the total number of nodes generated in
PF-tree and |T DB| represents the total number of transactions in T DB. The databases
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of many real-world applications (e.g. eCommerce and Twitter) contain millions of transactions. In other words, |T DB| normally could be a very large number and the size of
PF-tree depends on the number of transactions. So, the application of existing algorithm
to mine the knowledge of periodic-frequent patterns is constrained due to the size of the
transactional database. As we construct a conditional tree for every pattern we extract,
the amount of main memory consumed is directly proportional to number of patterns.
So, investigation of efficient approaches is a research issue.
In the next section, we describe our solution to address the above issue of PFP-growth.
5. Proposed Approach.
5.1. Basic idea. It can be observed that during the construction of PF-Tree, the entire
ts-list (or tid-list) of a pattern gets fragmented into multiple distinct sub-lists at different
tail-nodes of the PF-Tree.
Example 5.1. For the pattern b in Table 1, T S b = {4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20}.
When we compress the database into PF-tree, this list of timestamps of ‘b’ gets divided
into two branches ‘b’ and ‘cadb’ (Figure 2(d)), and the corresponding sub-lists at the
tail-node are {4, 6, 8, 17} and {5, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20}.
Based on this observation, we have come up with the following idea: “instead of storing
the list of timestamps (or tids), it is sufficient to store the crucial information pertaining
to the intervals in which an itemset has appeared periodically in a subset of data.” Let us
say a pattern X is periodic in the range [a,b] such that the difference between any two of
its occurrences in that range is no more than maxP er. Then, it is enough to store the
interval extremes [a,b] denoting that the pattern is periodic in that range.
Based on this idea, we have proposed two concepts. One is the concept of period
summary which is employed to build the tree and the other is the process of merging
period summaries for the extraction of periodic-frequent patterns.
The concept of period summary is defined as follows.
Definition 5.1. A period summary of a pattern X, psX
i , captures the interval information in which a pattern has appeared periodically in the data and the periodicity of
X
X
X
X
respective pattern within that interval. That is, psX
i = ⟨tsj , tsk , peri ⟩, where tsj and
tsX
k , 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ |T DB|, represents the first and last timestamps of that range respectively, in which a pattern has appeared periodically in a subset of database and periX
is the periodicity of a pattern within the interval whose timestamps are within tsX
j and
X
X
X
tsk . Let tsj be denoted as first and tsk be denoted as last in the respective intervals.
X
X
Let P S X = {psX
1 , ps2 , · · · , psk }, 1 ≤ k ≤ |T DB|, denote the complete set of period
summaries of X for any tail-node.
Example 5.2. Continuing with the previous example, the sub-lists of ‘b’ will result in
following period summaries at their respective tail-nodes: P S cadb = {⟨4, 8, 2⟩, ⟨17, 17, 0⟩}
(b along with c, a and d) and P S b = {⟨5, 5, 0⟩, ⟨10, 20, 2⟩} (b in isolation). The first
element in P S cadb , says that ‘cadb’ has occurred with the periodicity of 2 in the subdatabase whose timestamps are from 4 to 8. The second element in P S cadb , says that
‘cadb’ has occurred with periodicity of 0 in the sub-database whose timestamps are from
17 to 17.
In Figure 5 and Figure 6, we can see how occurrences of pattern ‘cad’ are stored in the
existing methods and proposed method respectively.
In the mining phase, period summaries at different tail-nodes have to be merged to
generate the final period summary of the pattern to determine whether a pattern X is
periodic or not. We encounter the following cases while merging two intervals:
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1. One interval is subset of another interval.
2. Both the intervals are overlapping.
3. Both the intervals are non-overlapping, and the difference between them is less than
maxP er.
4. Both the intervals are non-overlapping, and the difference between them is greater
than maxP er.
In the first three cases, we merge both the intervals and store the extended interval in
final period summary. In the fourth case, we store both the intervals separately in final
period summary. The periodicity of the merged element is calculated as follows:
X
perkX = maximum(periX , perjX , (tsX
i (l) − tsj (f )))

In the above equation, periX and perjX are the periodicity values of ith and j th period
X
summaries. The timestamps tsX
i (l) and tsj (f ) represent the last timestamp and first
th
th
timestamp of the i and j period summaries which are to be merged.
Example 5.3. The merging starts with pointers P1 and P2 pointing to the start of P S cadb
and P S b respectively. Since ⟨5, 5, 0⟩ of P2 is subset of ⟨4, 8, 2⟩ (4 < 5 < 8), we increment
P2 and point it to ⟨10, 20, 2⟩. Now, intervals ⟨4, 8, 2⟩ and ⟨10, 20, 2⟩ are non-overlapping
and the difference between rightmost timestamp of P2 and leftmost timestamp of P1 is
less than maxP er (case 3) i.e., 10 − 8 = 2 < maxP er(= 4). Therefore, we merge the
intervals to form ⟨4, 20, 2⟩ and add this element to final period summary. The periodicity
of the added element is maximum(2, 2, 2) = 2. Now, we move our pointer P1 to ⟨17, 17, 0⟩.
P1 is subset of ⟨4, 20, 2⟩. Hence, the final period summary of ‘b’ gets merged into single
element as {⟨4, 20, 2⟩}.
Let P S be the final period summary. To check if a pattern is periodic or not, we check
for three conditions in P S :
• P S.size() = 1
• P S[0].f irst ≤ maxP er
• (tsmax − P S[0].last) ≤ maxP er
Example 5.4. Continuing with the previous example, the final period summary of ‘b’ is
{⟨4, 20, 2⟩}. Since it satisfies all the three conditions mentioned above (i.e., size = 1, 4 ≤
4 and (20 − 20) = 0 ≤ 4), we say pattern ‘b’ is periodic in the database.
This optimization helps in reducing the memory requirements for constructing a tree.
The advantage will be even more if the original list of timestamps of X, i.e., T S X does not
split into multiple branches as we just store one element in the tail-node implying that
it is periodic in the entire range of database. In dense databases, this optimization can
significantly decrease the memory needed to store the tree. We now discuss the proposed
PS-growth algorithm based on this optimization.
The PS-growth algorithm involves the following two steps: (i) Compress the temporal database into PS-tree and (ii) Recursively mine the entire PS-tree to enumerate all
periodic-frequent patterns. Before we discuss these two steps, we describe the structure
of PS-tree.
5.2. Structure of PS-Tree. Period Summary tree contains PF-list and a summarized
prefix-tree. The structure of PS-list is similar to that of PF-list in PF-tree (see Section
4). However, the structure of prefix-tree in PS-tree is different from the prefix-tree in PStree. Two types of nodes are maintained in PS-tree: ordinary node and tail-node. The
former is the type of the node similar to that used in FP-tree, whereas the latter node
represents the last item of any sorted transaction. In PS-tree, we maintain the period
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summary of occurrences of that branch’s items only at the tail-node of every transaction.
The tail-node structure maintains (i) ps-list (i.e., the summarized timestamp list using
period summaries explained in Definition 5.1) and (ii) the support of that branch’s items.
In other words, the structure of tail-node in P S-tree is as follows: i :< tsia , tsib , perki >; <
i
tsic , tsid , perli >; · · · ; < tsie , tsif , perm
>, sup(i), where a, b, c, d, e, f, k, l, m ∈ R+ .
5.3. Construction of PS-Tree. In the first database scan, the PS-growth scans the
database contents and constructs the PF-list to discover periodic-frequent items of size
1. The construction of PF-list is shown in Algorithm 1. The final PF-list generated after
scanning the entire database of Table 1 is shown in Figure 1(d).
In the second database scan, the items in the PF-list will take part in the construction
of PS-Tree. The tree construction starts by inserting the first transaction, (1, acdg),
according to PF-list order, as shown in Figure 7(a). All the items in the transaction are
inserted in the same order as in PS-list except ‘g’. The tail-node ‘d : [⟨1, 1, 0⟩], 1’ carries
the summarized timestamp list and support (see Figure 7 (b)). In the similar fashion,
the second transaction, (2, cef ), is also inserted into the tree. The tail-node structure for
the second transaction would be ‘c : [⟨2, 2, 0⟩], 1’ (see Figure 7 (c)). The final PS-tree
generated after scanning entire database is shown in Figure 7(d).
Example 5.5. Consider the tail-node structure of ‘d’, from the branch ‘cad’. The original
occurrences of ‘cad’ in T DB are {1, 3, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 19} and maxP er = 4. For the
first transaction, the list will be {⟨1, 1, 0⟩}, 1. For the third transaction, it checks for
condition 1 + 4(= maxP er) ≥ 3. Since it is satisfied, the list’s last occurrence will be
updated as {⟨1, 3, 2⟩}, 2. In a similar fashion, the list gets updated for each occurrence
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Figure 9. Mining using PS-growth algorithm. (a) PS-Tree after removing
‘d’ (b) Prefix tree of ‘d’ (c) Conditional Tree of ‘d’.
of the pattern ‘cad’. After scanning all the transactions, the tail-node structure of ‘d’ in
‘cad’ will be {⟨1, 19, 4⟩}, 8.
The PS-tree maintains the complete information of all periodic-frequent patterns patterns in a database. The correctness is based on Property 3 and shown in Lemmas 5.1
and 5.2. For each transaction t ∈ T DB, P F P (t) is the set of all periodic-frequent items
in t, i.e., P F P (t) = item(t) ∩ P F P , and is called the candidate item projection of t.
Property 5.1. A PS-tree maintains a complete set of candidate item projections for each
transaction in a database only once.
Lemma 5.1. Given a temporal database (T DB) and the user-defined minimum support (minSup) and maximum periodicity (maxP er) constraints, the complete set of all
periodic-frequent item projections of all transactions in the T DB can be derived from the
PS-tree.
Proof. Based on Property 5.1, each transaction t ∈ T DB is mapped to only one path in
the tree, and any path from the root up to a tail node maintains the complete projection
for exactly n transactions (where n is the total number of entries (or support) in the
ps-list of the tail node).
Lemma 5.2. The size of PS-tree (without theProot node) on a T DB for user-defined
minSup and maxP er thresholds is bounded by t∈T DB |P F P (t)|.
Proof. According to the PS-tree construction process and Lemma 5.1, each transaction
t contributes at most one path of size |P
PF P (t)| to a PS-tree. Therefore, the total size
contribution of all transactions can be t∈T DB |P F P (t)| at best. However, since there
are usually many common prefix
P patterns among the transactions, the size of PS-tree is
normally much smaller than t∈T DB |P F P (t)|.
Before we discuss the mining of PS-tree, we explore the following important property
and lemma of an PS-tree.
Property 5.2. A tail node in a PS-tree maintains the occurrence information for all the
nodes in the path (from the tail node to the root) at least in the transactions in its ps-list
(period summary-list).
Lemma 5.3. Let Z = {a1 , a2 , · · · , an } be a path in an PS-tree where node an is the tail
node carrying the ts-list of the path. If the ps-list is pushed-up to node an−1 , then an−1
maintains the occurrence information of the path Z ′ = {a1 , a2 , · · · , an−1 } for the same set
of transactions in the ps-list without any loss.
Proof. Based on Property 5.2, an maintains the occurrence information of path Z ′ at least
in the transactions in its ps-list. Therefore, the same ps-list at node an−1 maintains the
same transaction information for Z ′ without any loss.
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5.4. Mining of PS-tree. The mining process starts by considering the last item i in the
PF-list (least support) and constructing its prefix tree (PTi ), which has the prefix sub
path of the nodes labeled i. We update the support and periodicity values by merging
the ps-lists (Algorithm 3) of each item in the PF-list by traversing the item node pointers.
All items in PF-list whose support is greater than minSup and periodicity is less than
maxP er are used in conditional tree - CTi (Figure 8(c)).
Algorithm 2 PS-growth (PS-Tree, α)
Select the last element in the PS-list.
for each ai in header of Tree do
Generate pattern β = ai ∪ α.
Aggregate all of the ai ’s summarized tid-lists into PSβ , using Algorithm 3.
if PSβ .support ≥ minSup and Check(T S β ) then
Construct β’s conditional PS-tree, Treeβ .
if Treeβ ̸= ϕ then
Call PS-growth (Treeβ , β)
9:
Remove ai from the tree
10:
Push ai ’s summarized tid-list to its parent nodes using Algorithm 3.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

For each item j in PTi , we aggregate all of its nodes’ ps-list to derive a summarized pslist for the pattern ij, i.e., summarized TSij . Next, to check if the final ps-list is periodic
or aperiodic using Algorithm 4. If j satisfies Algorithm 4 and support > minSup, we
Algorithm 3 Aggregating Intervals(I1 , I2 )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Initialize interval vector I3
if I1 .f irst > I2 .f irst then
swap (I1 , I2 )
if I1 .last > I2 .last then
I3 .append(I1 .f irst, I1 .last)
else if I1 .last + maxP er ≥ I2 .f irst then
I3 .append(I1 .f irst, I2 .last)
else
I3 .append(I1 .f irst, I1 .last)
I3 .append(I2 .f irst, I2 .last)
return I3

consider j as periodic-frequent in PTi . Choosing every periodic-frequent item j in PTi ,
we construct its conditional tree, CTij , and mine it recursively to discover the patterns.
After finding all periodic-frequent patterns for a suffix item i, we prune i from the
original PS-tree and push the corresponding nodes’ ps-lists to their parent nodes. The
above steps are repeated until the main PF-list in the original PS-tree becomes NULL.
PFP-growth and PS-Growth generate the same set of periodic-frequent patterns. However, it has to be noted that we may fail to determine the actual periodicity value of a
pattern because the periodic summaries do not preserve that information.
6. Experimental Results. In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed
approach (PS-growth) with the existing approaches (PFP-growth [11], PF-growth++ [44]
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Algorithm 4 Check (I)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

if I.size() = 1 then
if I[0].f irst <= maxP er then
if |T DB| − I[0].last <= maxP er then
return TRUE
return FALSE

and ITL-Tree [45]). The structure of PF-tree++ is the same as the structure of PFtree. Since PF-growth++ focuses only on improving the runtime for extracting periodicfrequent patterns. Only the runtime of PF-growth++ is compared with the proposed
approach. All the algorithms are written in GNU C++ and run with CentOS-7.1 on a
3.00GHz machine with 8GB of memory. The runtime specifies the total execution time,
i.e., CPU and I/Os. Details from /proc/<pid>/stat are used to compute the process’
CPU usage (RAM).
6.1. Datasets description. The real-world datasets, mushroom, twitter, retail and
kosark, have been used for conducting experiments. The mushroom dataset is obtained
from UCI Machine Learning Repository [52]. It is a dense dataset containing 8,124 transactions and 119 distinct items. The twitter dataset is provided by Kiran et al. [13], and
contains hashtags appeared on May 1st . The dataset contains 12 hours data with 43,200
transactions and 44,201 items. Retail dataset is large scale sparse dataset containing
88,162 transactions with 16,470 items. The retail database is provided by Brijs et al.
[53], and contains market-basket data of an anonymous Belgian retail supermarket store.
Kosark is a real world very large sparse dataset with 990,002 transactions and 41,270
distinct items. In this paper, We use this database to study the scalability of PS-growth
and PFP-growth/PFP-growth++ algorithms.
6.2. Performance Evaluation. Performance evaluation was done on three factors: tree
memory, total memory and time consumed. Total memory consumed is usually very high
compared to tree memory as we construct a conditional tree for every pattern we mine.
Figures 10(1) - 10(3) show the number of periodic-frequent patterns generated in various
datasets at different maxP er values. It can be observed that increase in maxP er results
in an increase in number of periodic-frequent patterns because more patterns satisfy
periodicity condition.
Figures 10(4) - 10(6) show the memory requirements of PS-tree, ITL-Tree and PF-tree
(or PF-tree++) for different datasets at different maxP er values. Figures 10(7) - 10(9)
show the total memory consumed by PS-growth, ITL-Growth and PFP-growth (or PFPgrowth++) algorithms for various datasets at different maxP er values. Figures 10(10)
- 10(12) show the total runtime consumed to discover periodic-frequent patterns by PSgrowth, ITL-Growth, PFP-growth and PFP-growth++ algorithms at different maxP er
values.
As maxP er increases, the two reasons which decide the memory/time consumption
are number of period summaries stored and number of patterns generated. As maxP er
increases, the number of period summaries stored (proposed approach) decreases, resulting
in lower consumption of memory. At the same time, as maxP er increases, number of
patterns also increase, resulting in higher memory consumption. Considering these two
factors, memory/time consumption will either increase or decrease (proposed approach),
depending on the dataset.
Overall, it can be observed from Figure 10 that PS-growth is memory and runtime
efficient as compared to the existing algorithms. In dense datasets, mushroom and twitter,
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PS-growth outperform PFP-growth (or PFP-growth++) by a wider margin. However, in
sparse datasets like retail, PS-growth outperforms PFP-growth (or PFP-growth++) by a
narrow margin.
Figure 11 shows how memory/time consumed change at different minSup values. It
can be observed that increase in minSup results in decrease of the number of periodicfrequent patterns generated. Thus tree memory, total memory and run time decreases
as minSup increases. It can be observed in the Figures 11(5), (8) and (11) that the
PF-growth algorithm has encountered “memory out of bounds exception,” and therefore,
failed to extract periodic-frequent patterns for minSup < 65%.
6.3. Scalability test. We divided the Kosarak database into five portions of 0.2 million
transactions in each part. Then, we investigated the performance of PF-tree and PSTree after accumulating each portion with previous parts and mining periodic frequent
patterns each time. The experimental results are shown in Figure 12. It is clear from
Figure 12 that as the database size increases the memory requirement increases in both
approaches. However, the proposed tree consumes less main memory as compared to the
current PF-tree.
6.4. Discussion. For patterns containing millions of transaction-ids, the proposed compact representation of transaction-ids using the notion of period summaries will result
in a huge reduction in memory and run time requirements. The reduction in memory
is because instead of storing thousands of transaction-ids in the tail-node, we store the
summary of these transactions in very few intervals. The reduction in run time to extract
periodic-frequent patterns is because the existing approaches require the scanning of the
entire transaction-id list for determining the periodicity of a pattern whereas in the proposed approach we just have to check for three conditions (Algorithm 4), which can be
done in O(1) time.
7. Conclusions and Future Work. In this paper we have proposed an efficient approach to extract periodic-frequent patterns from large transactional databases by using
the notion of period summaries. The proposed approach reduces the computational cost
without missing any knowledge pertaining to periodic-frequent patterns as compared to
the existing approaches. As a part of future work, we are planning to explore efficient
approaches to extract periodic-frequent patterns for incremental data sets.
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